Notification

The International Standard Book Number (ISBN) is a unique numerical identifier for monographic publications such as books, pamphlets, educational kits, microforms, CD-ROMs, and other digital and electronic publications. Administration of the ISBN system within India is the responsibility of Raja Rammohun Roy National Agency for ISBN which works under the aegis of Deptt. of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development.

In this regard, it may be mentioned that in April 2016, MHRD launched ISBN portal isbn.gov.in for the online allotment of ISBNs to various stakeholders. However based on the feedback received from the stakeholders and also keeping in view the mandate of the International ISBN Agency, London, BP Division, Deptt. of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development has come out with an improvised version of the ISBN portal for allotting ISBNs.

Hence, in view of the above, all the concerned are hereby informed that 09.07.2020 onwards, the registration for seeking ISBN will be done through this new portal only and 13.07.2020 onwards, applications for seeking ISBN will be received through this new portal only. Accordingly, the existing applicants have to switch over to this new version of the ISBN portal after utilizing all their previously allotted ISBNs on the existing version of the portal. Any reply to the query raised, received on the existing version will not be entertained after 31.07.2020. So, the registrants would not be able to do any activity on their previous ISBN account apart from adding metadata for the remaining ISBNs and to view their ISBN allotment history after 31.07.2020.

For further details, you may please visit isbn.gov.in/v2 and may also reach us via mail at isbn-mhrd@gov.in or telephone at 011-23341739